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ARISTOTLE CLASSIC

General Information
The Aristotle Casegoods collection from KI creates upscale environments for intelligent workspaces. 
Warm wood grains offer classic appeal while solid finishes provide a more contemporary aesthetic. 
Both may be combined with metallic accents for a truly unique style. The Aristotle line includes 
desks, tops, returns/bridges, credenzas, storage, reception stations and conference room elements.

Construction
All worksurfaces, tops and end panels are 1” thick. Bookcases have 1” thick top and shelves. Edge 
banding is 2.5 mm thick and matches the laminate finish. Adjustable glides keep surfaces level. Most 
products are shipped pre-assembled. Products that are shipped ready-to-configure have most fittings 
pre-attached for quick installation. All dimensions shown are nominal. Approximate weights and 
volumes relate to crated items and are indicated for shipping purposes.

Edge Detail
1” thick worksurface and top
2.5 mm flat edge banding

Drawer Construction
Pedestals feature five-sided drawer construction and full-depth drawers to maximize storage 
capacity. Pedestals also feature a pencil tray standard in the upper drawer box. Lateral files have steel 
drawers.

Drawer Suspension
File drawers utilize a heavy-duty full extension ball bearing slide for smooth operation. Box drawers 
operate on full extension slides allowing total access to drawer.

File Drawers
Credenza, pedestal, and lateral file drawers accommodate letter and legal filing. Lateral file unit 
drawers are equipped to accept front-to-back filing hardware. Lateral files have an anti-tip interlock 
system.

Overheads
Overheads have a 133/4” internal height clearance and feature a full-width, concealed cable  
pass-through 13/4” high. 36” high overheads have 171/2” clearance above desktops and are 65” high 
installed. Wall mount overheads include instructions and mounting hardware.

Frosted Glass Door Cabinets
Frosted glass doors on overheads and select storage towers have a vinyl wrapped MDF frame in 
silver finish with tempered, frosted glass.

Acrylic Door Cabinets
Cabinets feature 133/4” internal height clearance. Full-width concealed cable pass through (13/4”) is 
provided for 36” and 43” high units. Wall mount also available. Units are non-locking.

Desktop Panel Screens
Desktop panels are 1/4” thick frosted acrylic to offer personal privacy while enhancing the overall 
design. Desktop panel supports are available separately in silver or black finish. A simple  
surface-mounted attachment secures the panel support to the desktop as a field installation.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Sizes
Published width and depth dimensions are nominal. To determine actual sizes use the multiplier 
0.9843. (Example: a desk listed with a nominal width of 60” is actually 60” x 0.9843 = 591/16”), and 
refer to the conversion chart below:

Nominal Actual Nominal Actual
24” 235/8” 72” 707/8”
30” 291/2” 78” 763/4”
36” 357/16 84” 8211/16”
42” 415/16” 90” 889/16”
48” 471/4” 96” 941/2”
54” 531/8” 102” 1003/8”
60” 591/16” 108” 1061/4”
66” 6415/16”

Grommets
Grommets are indicated on all product illustrations when standard and have a 23/4” diameter 
opening. For non-standard locations, field-installed grommet kits are available.

End Panels
Full-height panels are standard on most items. Partial-height panels are available as a no charge 
option on desk shells, extended corner desk shells, and corner units.

Modesty Panels
Modesty panels on selected models are 14” standard. Full-height panels are offered on some 
models.

Pulls
NP - No pulls. An integral pull is standard on all drawers and doors. Three pull options are available. 
To order, add pull code to product code and $10 per pull to list price. Also add the number of pulls. 
Note that overheads cannot have pulls specified.

Laminate Top and Base Finish
All surfaces are manufactured using high-performance thermally fused laminate, providing a durable, 
resilient finish. Laminates can be mixed and matched to create a two-toned look. Edge banding 
matches laminate finish.

Meeting Table, Freestanding Desk and Return Base Metal Leg Finish
Matching freestanding tables provide auxiliary worksurfaces. Metal legs in two styles offer strength 
and durability in a contemporary profile. Metal-legged returns are attached to a primary desk with flat 
attachment brackets. The legs include an integrated wire management slot and an adjustable glide.

Keying Options
Locks are standard on all pedestals, credenzas, and lateral files. Locks are pre-installed in all 
workstation components (all multi-lock units are keyed alike). Workstations are available keyed alike 
at time of order. Indicate clearly which offices are to be keyed alike. See Keyed Alike Kits if additional 
key sets are required. The following key options are available at the end of the model strings:
KS - Key standard
KA - Key alike (note room numbers on order) 



ARISTOTLE EXECUTIVE

General Information
The Aristotle Casegoods collection from KI creates upscale environments for intelligent workspaces. 
Warm wood grains offer classic appeal while solid finishes provide a more contemporary aesthetic. 
Both may be combined with metallic accents for truly unique style. The Aristotle line includes desks, 
tops, returns/bridges, credenzas, storage, reception stations and conference room elements.

Construction
All worksurfaces, tops and end panels are 11/2” thick. Bookcases have 11/2” thick top and shelves. 
Edge banding is 2.5 mm thick and matches the laminate finish. Adjustable glides keep surfaces level.
Most products are shipped pre-assembled. Products that are shipped ready-to-configure have most 
fittings pre-attached for quick installation. All dimensions shown are nominal. Approximate weights 
and volumes relate to crated items and are indicated for shipping purposes. Glides allow for 5/8” 
adjustment.

Drawer Construction
Pedestals feature five-sided drawer construction and full-depth drawers to maximize storage capacity. 
Pedestals also feature a pencil tray standard in the upper drawer box. Lateral files have steel drawers.

Drawer Suspension
File drawers utilize a heavy-duty full-extension ball bearing slide for smooth operation. Box drawers 
operate on full-extension slides allowing total access to drawer.

File Drawers
Credenza, pedestal, and lateral file drawers accommodate letter and legal filing. Lateral file unit 
drawers are equipped to accept front-to-back filing hardware, specified separately. Lateral files have 
an anti-tip interlock system.

Overheads
Overheads have a 133/4” internal height clearance and feature a full-width, concealed cable  
pass-through 13/4” high. 36” high overheads have 171/2” clearance above desktops and are 65” high 
installed. 43” high overheads have 24” clearance above desk top and are 72” high installed. Wall 
mount overheads include instructions and mounting hardware.

Frosted Glass Door Cabinets
Frosted glass doors on overheads and select storage towers have a vinyl wrapped MDF frame in 
silver finish with tempered, frosted glass.

Acrylic Door Cabinets
Cabinets feature 133/4” internal height clearance. Full-width concealed cable pass through (13/4”) is 
provided for 36” and 43” high units. Wall mount also available. Units are non-locking.

Desktop Panel Screens
Desktop panels are 1/4” thick frosted acrylic to offer personal privacy while enhancing the overall 
design. Desktop panel supports are available separately in silver or black finish. A simple  
surface-mounted attachment secures the panel support to the desktop as a field installation.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Sizes
Published width and depth dimensions are nominal. To determine actual sizes use the multiplier 
0.9843. (Example: a desk listed with a nominal width of 60” is actually 60” x 0.9843 = 591/16”), and 
refer to the conversion chart below:

Nominal Actual Nominal Actual
24” 235/8” 72” 707/8”
30” 291/2” 78” 763/4”
36” 357/16 84” 8211/16”
42” 415/16” 90” 889/16”
48” 471/4” 96” 941/2”
54” 531/8” 102” 1003/8”
60” 591/16” 108” 1061/4”
66” 6415/16”

Grommets
Grommets are indicated on all product illustrations when standard and have a 23/4” diameter 
opening. For non-standard locations, field-installed grommet kits are available.

End and Back Panels
Full-height end and back panels are standard on most items. Partial-height panels are available as a 
no charge option on most desk shells, extended corner desk shells, and corner units. The 2Q option 
provides 14” clearance from the floor, and the 3Q option provides 8” clearance from the floor.

Modesty Panels
Partial modesty panels (PMP) are 14” and provide 14” of lower clearance. Full-height modesty 
panels (FMP) extend to the floor. Partial modesty panels are standard with no upcharge. Full 
modesty panels are offered on limited models at an upcharge.

Pulls
Surface-mounted handles are standard where shown. Note that overheads do not feature pulls.

Laminate Top and Base Finish
All surfaces are manufactured using high-performance thermally fused laminate, providing a durable, 
resilient finish. Laminates can be mixed and matched to create a two-toned look. Edge banding 
matches laminate finish. Shelf finish on bookcases and overheads matches shell (vertical) finish.

Meeting Table, Freestanding Desk and Return Base Metal Leg Finish
Matching freestanding tables provide auxiliary worksurfaces. Metal legs in two styles offer strength 
and durability in a contemporary profile. Metal-legged returns are attached to a primary desk with flat 
attachment brackets. The legs include an integrated wire management slot and an adjustable glide.

Keying Options
Locks are standard on all pedestals, credenzas, and lateral files. Locks are pre-installed in all 
workstation components (all multi-lock units are keyed alike). Workstations are available keyed alike 
at time of order. Indicate clearly which offices are to be keyed alike. See Keyed Alike Kits if additional 
key sets are required. The following key options are available at the end of the model strings:
KS - Key standard
KA - Key alike (note room numbers on order)


